
                                                                                  

 

 

NMDC DAV POLYTECHNIC                 
DANTEWADA 

 

 

COLLEGE EVENTS 

  



FAREWELL 

 

As per the trends every year the pre final year students bid farewell to the passing out 

batch. On this vary day various events such as experience sharing, honouring with the titles 

such as Mr. Farewell, Miss. Farewell, Best Smile, Best Dress, Best Attitude, Best Hairstyle, etc 

are crowned. Also, for maintaining the longevity of the event various games are being 

organised and at the end of the event snacks/ lunch are being provided.  

 

GLIMPSE 

                                

 



 

 

 

 



 

INDUCTION PROGRAM 

(Event held from 30/07/2018 to 18/08/2018) 

Day 1 

The new beginning for all the students of 1st year has started on the very first day of induction 

program on 30 July ,2018 in which all the students have entered into a new world of 

professional, and technically educative course of Diploma in Engineering.  

In the first day, the students from various places were coming and had allotted the Hostel 

room. 

 

Day 2 

On the second day the students were completed their academic registration from 9:00 AM to 

3:00 PM. In between they had lunch as well. 

In the next session which was started from 4:30 the orientation be organized for them which 

was ended on 6:00 PM at Seminar Hall. 

 

Day 3 

On the day 3 the students had started the day with a diagnostic test regarding to know about 

the level and concept of the students in difficult subjects like English and Maths. 

After that they were visiting the respective departments which were followed to end at the 

time of lunch. 

After that the students were felicitated and welcomed by the seniors as well as faculties by 

giving roses and putting tilak. 

Around 2 pm, the respected Dr. Mukesh Thakur  Principal of NMDC DAV Polytechnic, 

Dantewada addresses the students and welcoming the 9th batch by saying that all the 

students in this batch are lucky as some innovative and new activities were going to start this 

year .He motivated them by sharing his previous experiences and has told to have a fixed goal 

in life and we have to work harder with dedications and loyalty to grab the opportunity by 

giving some few Hindi movie dialogue such as “Khudi ko kar buland itna ki khuda khud apne 

bande se pucha bata teri raza kya hai”. 

 After that he has saying the students regarding all the skills which need to be infuse for a 

professional student such as leadership, courtesy, behaviour, attitude, integrity.  

He gave us the concept of CASH i.e., KASH and also told that money is required for success. 

K = Knowledge 



A = Attitude 

S = Skills 

H = Habits 

“Be a master in one particular subject” 

He shared with us many real experiences in which he told the moral that whatever 

situations good or bad happens in our life, we should be stick stubborn at our decisions and 

sayings which always leads to success and contentment in life.  

He also did the interaction with the parent of students. 

 

Day 4 

The 4th day of induction was started with mentor- mentee group distribution. All the mentors 

had introduced with allotted groups of mentees. 

Around 2:00 pm a group discussion was held on some well-defined topics and content. 

With this the initial phase of induction was completed. 

 

Day 5 

Waking up early in the morning will make your day fresh and energetic. So as the first part of 

the regular phase of induction Physical activities, creative arts were organized which was 

followed by visiting to library & labs. 

 

Day 6 

In this busy schedule, we all are facing the mental and physical pressure. The best way to 

reduce such type of pressure is doing yoga and meditation, so the main highlights of the day 

6 was the same. 

 

Day 7 

On the day 7, the students were gathered for guest lecture at seminar hall. Our honourable 

guest Mr. Umashankar was there to make interaction with newcomers of the institute. He 

had motivated and inspires the students about the discipline and competition around the 

country for getting jobs with his experience and knowledge. The students were very happy to 

hear him and they were showing their interest by participating in quiz competition which was 

organized by Mr. Umashankar. 

He addressed about the entrepreneurship to the students. He asked the students to start up 

their own entrepreneur with new ideas, management skills and technology. He motivated us 



by saying that we should raise our grasping power, versatility and competency. At the end he 

stated that in order to survive in an industry you need to have positive attitude, skills and 

knowledge. 

According to him the 5 key terms for success are – 

Learning, 

Listening, 

I’m Responsible, 

Tathastu, 

3 H (Head, Heart and Hand). 

 

Day 8 

The day 8 was planned for visiting of local areas of Dantewada district. The students were 

enjoying the visit very much and giving thanks to institute for such a lovely visit. 

 

Day 9 

The whole day was organized in such a way that the students were becoming the familiar to 

department. Some of the students were having the great ideas and innovations. 

 

Day 10 

After all such activities which were held from day 1 to day 9, the students were now to show 

their hidden talents in terms of sports. Indoor and outdoor games are played by the students 

and some of them are having such a great talent in sports. 

 

Day 11 

The One and only one E- Communication lab of Chhattisgarh State is established in our 

institute. The students were aware to different Proficiency modules in this lab which was 

guided by Mr. Rajkumar Deshmukh. 

 

Day 12 

The day 12 was the last day of regular phase in which the students were having interaction 

with some Eminent people of the society. This interaction class was held in seminar hall. 

 



Day 13 

On that day, the students were having the experience of mechanical and electrical 

engineering via PPT presentation given by Mr. Roopesh Sinha, Mr. K. Paparao and Mr. Lukesh 

Sahu in first half. 

Mr. Roopesh Sinha has explained about certain term like 

Pedagogy: - “Theory and practice of teaching and learning process”. 

Capability Development: - Competence and Domain Knowledge 

Holistic Personality = Knowledge + Emotional Intelligence + Career Objectives. 

In the second half Mr. Vikrant Tapas was describing about diploma engineering and after that 

Mr. Ashish Kumar Tiwari was describing the students about the CSVTU scheme by PPT 

presentation. 

Mr. Vikrant Tapas explained us about the 3-C’s which is required in the business 

Courage 

Commitment 

Conviction 

Sir also gave us the valuable knowledge about “reinventing our self” 

Mr. Ashish Kumar Tiwari endows us with the examination pattern, syllabus and the 

CGPA and SGPA grading system. After that Sir explained all the rules and regulations regarding 

scholarships, university fees, sites for filling examination form and told us about the do’s and 

don’ts in the college and hostel. 

 

Day 14 

That day was the second day of closing phase in which students were presenting the 

presentation on activities of groups in front of their classmates and faculties. 

 

Day 15 

The last day of closing phase as well as induction program was started with examination. After 

that the queries of the students were answering by the HOD and faculties of the Basic Science 

& Humanities Department. 

At the last day of Induction Program Mr. Ashish Kumar Tiwari has explained us about the Mind 

Power. He told us about the various powers of mind which help us to achieve anything in our 

life. Some of them are 

The power of thoughts 

The power of strength 



The power of confidence and 

The power of positive thinking. 

 

At the last the Time Table and Class room was allotted to the students. 

 

    

   

                    

  



  

RUN FOR COUNTRY 

 

An initiative of District Administration Dantewada sponsored by Department of 

Sports and Youth Welfare, Dantewada a race for country was organised at Medhka Dobra 

Compound Dantewada. Dr. Mukesh Thakur, Principal along with faculties & students 

participated in the race by spreading the message of peace and fraternity. The chief guest of 

the event was Respected District Collector Shri. Sourabh Kumar (I.A.S.), he waved the flag 

and started the race. The race started from Medhka Dobra compound to bus stand 

Dantewada. This race is for social cause and equally supported by our team and students for 

sake of the country’s integrity.  

              

             

                                                                           

                        



INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION 

 

Independence Day is annually celebrated on 15 August as a national festival 

commemorating the nation's independence. As a mark of tribute and respect to the nation, 

our institute also observes this colourful day as a fest. The tricolour flag of our country is being 

hoisted by the Principal of the institute and many cultural programs are being organised viz. 

speeches, poems, dance, song, dramas etc to sustain and grow the feeling of nationality 

among the faculties & students. Sweets are being distributed among all. 

 

   

 



 

 

  



 

TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION 

 

On 5 September every year teacher’s day is being celebrated on the fond memory of 

Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, the former president of our country and a great educationist. On this 

vary day, various events are being organised by the students for the faculties of the institution 

such as games, song, dance, extempore, mimicry etc. the students also ask their respected 

teachers to share their experience and shower blessings on them. 

   

   

 

 



ENGINEER’S DAY CELEBRATION 

 

The Engineering Community across India celebrates Engineers Day on 15 September 

every year as a tribute to the greatest Indian Engineer Bharat Ratna Mokshagundam 

Visvesvaraya. In the same context our institute celebrates Engineer’s Day with full of zeal 

and enthusiasm. Various events such as quiz competition, poster making competition, slogan 

writing competition, etc are being organised before a week. During the day we celebrate this 

occasion by inviting the distinguished guests, distributes prizes of the aforesaid competitions 

and educational cum inspirational movies/short films/ videos are being shown to the students 

as the part to boost them for becoming good citizens in near future. The students also perform 

various events like dance, song, drama, mono play, etc and enjoy the day. 

Refreshments/lunch is also arranged for all. 

  

           



          

            

 



   

      



 

     

 

 

 

 

      



VISHWAKARMA PUJA 

 

Vishwakarma Jayanti is a day of celebration for Vishwakarma, a Hindu god, the divine 

architect. He is considered as swayambhu and creator of the world. Our institute being from an 

engineering background also worships all the equipment and machineries. We organise Havan 

and distributes prasad among all the faculties and students.  

      

     

 

 

 

 

 



                               SVEEP COMPETITIONS 

A two-day SVEEP program on 5 & 6 October 2018 was organised in the institute to 

increase student participation in the election. The various events organised under this are 

speech competition, essay competition, slogan competition, drawing competition etc. The 

winner of various competition further participated in the District level SVEEP program 

organised at the Govt. Danteshwari PG College, Dantewada. The campus ambassador of our 

institute Mr. Himanshu Mandavi, 2 semester Mechanical lead the institute for the event. He 

along with other participants took pledge on 12 October 2018 program that was held there. 

He also participated in Debate competition and secured third position in the District.  

 

   

   



     
                                                                                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 



ESSAY COMPETITION 

An essay competition was held in college on 31 October 2018 sponsored by NMDC, 

Bacheli Complex. The students have to write an essay on “Inevitability of minerals in our 

daily life”. A total of 43 students have participated in the competition, among them Ms. 

Muskan Jain, 6 semester Electrical & Ms. Nilankee, 2 semester Mechanical got selected. They 

both went to NMDC Bacheli Office where they received gifts, cash prize and certificate. They 

also shared their experience and explained their views on the aforesaid topic. 

  

   

 



Educational Tour- A Glance on The Technical Knowhow 

 

On 13 & 14 December 2018 the students from Govt. Boys & Girls Hr Sec. School 

Dantewada came to visit our institute for their IT curriculum. A number of 84 students came 

on 13 December from Govt. Girls school Dantewada and 78 students from Govt. Boys school 

Dantewada for the educational tour. They visited our institute where they got to know how 

does many machines and equipment works. They visited computer lab, physics lab, chemistry 

lab, mechanical workshop, electrical labs, central library, etc and know the various useful 

aspects of their interests. A small ppt was presented to them to provide them some technical 

knowledge and also guide them about their future path. A quiz competition was organised 

for them and also the 1st and 2nd prize was awarded.  

     

     



   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

National Youth Parliament 

Objectives:- 

• To hear the voice of youth between 18 and less than 25 years of age, who are allowed to 
vote but cannot stand as a candidate for election, through deliberations in Youth 
Parliaments at district level and above. 

• To encourage the youth to engage with public issues, understand the common man's 

point of view, form their opinions and express it in an articulate manner. 
• To develop and enhance decision making abilities. 

• To develop in them a respect and tolerance for the views of others. 
• To develop in them an understanding that respect for rules is essential for conducting 

any discussion systematically and effectively. 
• To obtain and document their opinions on Vision of New India in 2022. 
• To make available their views to policy makers and implementers to take it forward. 

For achieving such objectives, the Ministry of Sports & Youth Welfare (GoI) in association 
with National Service Scheme (NSS) organised speech competition at various level viz. district, 

zonal, state and National in which students of our institute participated. It was proud moment 
for our institute that one of our NSS volunteer Miss. Muskan Jain from the Department of 
electrical Engineering final year participated at all the levels and won the competitions at 
District and Zonal level. Being the student of such a highly affected LWE district she was 
acknowledged to participate in the National Youth Parliament 2019 dated 26/01/2019 to 
27/01/2019 at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi in the gracious presence of Honourable Prime 
Minister Shri Narendra Modiji and various dignitaries.  



                    

    



    

 

         



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION 

Republic Day is annually celebrated on 26 January as a National festival 

commemorating the enactment of our Constitution. As a mark of tribute and respect to the 

nation, our institute also observes this colourful day as a fest. The tricolour flag of our country 

is being hoisted by the Principal of the Institute and many cultural programs are being 

organised viz. speeches, poems, dance, song, dramas etc to sustain and grow the feeling of 

nationality among the faculties & students. Sweets are being distributed among all. 

  

   



     
 

 

 

 

 



INTERPOLY YOUTH FESTIVAL 2018-19 

The Inter Polytechnic Youth Festival conducted by CSVTU, Bhilai is organised 

every year in two phases. The first phase includes the zonal level tournaments and cultural 

activities while the second phase is the university level championship. Our institute 

represented these events each year. The performance of our students also improved year 

after year.  The Zonal level competition of Bastar zone was organised at Govt. Girls 

Polytechnic, Jagdalpur from 19/02/2019 to 22/02/2019. Our students participated in this 

zonal level tournament in all the events that incudes different sports as well as cultural. In 

this Inter Polytechnic Youth Festival 2018-19 Our Institute got the honour of being on 

top among all the Co-ed polytechnics that had taken part in this Zonal level 

tournament.  This is the most precious gift to the institute by the students which is the 

outcome of their day and night efforts. We possibly look for such great performances by 

our students in the upcoming level as well. 

            

 



      



         

 

 

 



PLACEMENT DRIVE 

 

On 18 March 2019 four companies named KRISHNA MARUTI LTD., Gujarat, BAJAJ 

MOTORS LTD., Gurgaon, YAZAKI INDIA, Ahmedabad /Bhiwadi Rajasthan and ASHOK 

LEYLAND, Uttarakhand in association with our institute organised an open pool campus drive 

for the current and the pass out diploma holder students of the Bastar zone. The HR’s of all 

the company took a prep placement talk with the participants. The event was graced by 

Honourable Shri T.S. Cherian, Executive Director NMDC Limited/ Chairman BOG NMDC DAV 

polytechnic Dantewada who encouraged the students by citing past experiences of his college 

life. Shri Sunil Upadhyay AGM, CSR, NMDC Limited Bacheli Complex emphasised on doing a 

job whether it is small or big and one should always start his/her carrier from the budding 

enterprises and should end with a Maharatna company. Dr. Mukesh Thakur, Principal NMDC 

DAV Polytechnic focused on the motivating the students for the ongoing campus drive in his 

inaugural speech. 

A total of 95 candidates appeared for the PI and Technical round out of which 32 

candidates were selected in Yazaki India company, 8 were selected in Krishna Maruti, 6 were 

selected in Bajaj Motors Ltd and 2 were selected in Ashok Leyland. 

 

        



 

 



    

 



    

 

       

 

 

 

 



ALUMNI MEET 

1st ALUMNI MEET was organised on16.03.2019 by the institute in which 65 nos of 
Alumni’s were present the program was started by the Chief Guest EE (CSPDCL) Shri Sahni, 
Guest of honour Shri Bomda Ram Kawasi as special guest Dr. Krishnmurti, Principal DAVMM 
School Jawanga. The alumni association is formed by an Honourable Principal Dr. Mukesh 
Thakur from the Alumni’s present in the function the details of which is as under: - 

 

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: - 

POST NAME OF STUDENT BATCH BRANCH 

President IMRAN ALAM 2012 Mechanical 

Vice President BRAIJEN BISWAS 2011 Mechanical 

Secretary HIMANSHI GUPTA 2012 Mechanical 

Joint secretary MONIKA NAIDU 2013 Mechanical 

Treasurer ASHUTOSH SHIVHARE 2012 Mechanical 

  

The Alumni’s were welcomed by badges and tilak during starting of the event. The 
program was further presided by the various culture programs by presenting the culture of 
our country and also a mime was depicted on the theme of “ ill effect of mobile phone” 
breakfast and lunched was organized by the institute for the alumni’s and after the lunch 
session the program was graced by the Shri S.K. Trivedi and Shri Pankaj Pathak members of 
QCFI Bhilai chapter. 

At the end, Alumni’s were given certificates and mementos as a token of love.    

 

            



                               

  

  

 



                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

WELCOME PARTY 

As per the trend every year a welcome cum fresher’s party is being organised as a part 

of student’s interaction by the prefinal and final year students to the first-year students. On 

this vary day various events such as experience sharing, honouring with the titles such as Mr. 

Fresher Miss. Fresher, Best Smile, Best Dress, Best Attitude, Best Hairstyle, etc are crowned. 

Also, for maintaining the longevity of the event various games are being organised and at the 

end of the event snacks/ lunch are being provided. 

     

     



 

 

 

 



WORLD ANTI- TOBACCO DAY 

World No Tobacco Day is observed around the world every year on 31 May. It is 

intended to encourage a 24-hour period of abstinence from all forms of tobacco consumption 

around the globe. The annual campaign is an opportunity to raise awareness on the harmful 

and deadly effects of tobacco use and second-hand smoke exposure, and to discourage the 

use of tobacco in any form. In this connection District Health Department Dantewada 

organised a painting competition for encouragement for no tobacco. A total of 38 students 

participated in this event and Miss Komal Turkane, Mr Saurabh Rao, Mr. Saurabh Saha,2 

semester Electrical won the 1st , 2nd & 3rd prize respectively.    

 



   

     

 



                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 

 

World Environment Day (WED) is celebrated on the 5th of June every year, and is the 

United Nation's principal vehicle for encouraging awareness and action for the protection of 

our environment. In the same connotation our institute also observed this day by planting 50 

saplings and took a pledge to protect and conserve the environment.   

   

          

 

 


